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What are the aims and intentions of this curriculum? 

That children:  

 Further develop the skills linked to designing and making a product. 

 Begin to form an opinion about functionality their product. 

Term Topic Knowledge Skills Assessment 

Autumn  Textiles: Cushions 

 

Know why products are turned inside out 
after sewing  
 
 

Review running stitch 

Sew using cross-stitch and applique 

techniques 

Evaluate market products 

Design a cushion against criteria 

Decorate their fabric panel using 

sewing techniques 

Assemble the cushion 

 

Vocabulary: accurate, applique, cross-stitch, cushion, decorate, detail, fabric, patch, 
running-stitch, seam, stencil, stuffing, target audience, target customer, template  

Autumn Mechanisms: Pneumatic 

Systems 

Know what a pneumatic system is 
Know what a thumb-nail sketch and 
exploded diagram is 

Explore pneumatic systems 
Design a pneumatic toy 
Create a working pneumatic system 
Assemble their product 

 

Vocabulary: exploded-0diagram, function, input, lever, linkage, mechanism, motion, 
net, output, pivot, pneumatic system, thumbnail sketch 

Spring  Structures: Castles Know features of a castle Design a castle 

Identify appropriate 3D shapes 

Follow a design specification 

Label their design 

Construct nets to make 3D shapes 

Make a castle 
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Evaluate outcomes 

Vocabulary: 2D shapes, 3D shapes, castle, design criteria, evaluate, façade, feature, 

flag, net, recyclable, scoring, stable, strong, structure, tab, weak 

Summer  Food: Eating Seasonally 

 

 

 

 

Know different climates which fruit and 
vegetables grow 
Know some food is imported from other 
countries 
Know seasonal fruit 
Know fruits and vegetables of the same 
colour have similar health benefits 
 

Identify different climates which fruit 

and vegetables grow 

Follow a recipe 

Design a seasonal tart 

Make a seasonal tart 

 

 

Vocabulary: climate, dry climate, exported, imported, Mediterranean climate, 

nationality, nutrients, polar climate, recipe, seasonal food, seasons, temperate 

climate, tropical climate 

Summer Electrical Systems: Static 

Electricity 

Know what static electricity is 

Know how static electricity can cause a 

charge to pass between objects - 

attraction and repulsion 

 

Experiment with static electricity 

Design an electrostatic game against 

criteria 

Make and test their game designs 

Evaluate outcomes against criteria 

 

 

Vocabulary: attract, component, constructive-criticism, design criteria, electrostatic, 

evaluation, feedback, motion, repel, target audience, test 


